Docker Business

Accelerating enterprise innovation with a robust containerization solution

Docker Business is tailored for medium- and large-sized enterprises, addressing their unique needs for security, compliance, collaboration, management, and scalability without added complexity. It transcends traditional container development, offering a suite of innovative features that modernize the inner loop of the software development life cycle.

Docker Desktop unlocks developer productivity, ensures security at scale, and fosters engineering excellence. The Business tier takes it a step further, unleashing enterprise innovation.

**Access the core suite of products with Docker Business**

When you purchase Docker Business, you receive advanced features and included capacity with options to customize and add-on the resources and additional capacity you need.

**Optional Add-Ons**

- **Enhanced service accounts**
  For needs beyond 5,000 daily Hub pulls, reach out to discover our upgraded service account options.

- **IP allow listing**
  Simplify your CI/CD authentication, expand your pull limits, and secure pull access rights.

**Capacity Increase**

Purchase additional capacity and features supporting secure software supply chains with Scout and cloud native builds with Build Cloud.

Commercial use of Docker Desktop at a company of more than 250 employees or more than $10 million in annual revenue requires a paid subscription.
Additional functionality included in Docker Business

Hardened Docker Desktop:

- **Settings Management** enables admins to confidently adjust and oversee Docker Desktop settings, ensuring secure deployments that align with organizational policies.
- **Air-gapped Containers** allow you to use Docker Desktop in environments where external network access is not available or highly restricted.
- **Enhanced Container Isolation (ECI)** improves security by running containers in rootless mode and restricting access to Docker Desktop VM internals, preventing malicious containers from accessing the Docker Engine and host machine without affecting developer workflows. It also offers optional Docker Socket Mount Permissions for admins to manage the Docker Engine socket's container binding.
- **Registry Access Management** allows you to restrict which container image registries developers can access to push or pull artifacts from, thereby reducing the risk of developers inadvertently running malicious containers.
- **Image Access Management** gives admins control over which images developers can pull from Docker Hub so developers can only access vetted images.

- Single Sign-on (SSO)
- System for Cross-domain Identity Management (SCIM)
- VDI Support
- Private Extensions Marketplace
- Domain Audit
- Synchronized File Share
- Docker Debug
- Socks Proxy Support
- Account Hierarchy
- Role-based access control

**Docker Desktop Runs On:**
- Windows, WSL 2, Hyper-V, or Microsoft Dev Box
- MacOS
- Linux
- Red Hat Enterprise Linux

Ensuring customer success with enterprise-level support

- Designated customer success manager
- Onboarding with guided enablement
- 24 hour business-level support (business days)
- Training customized to your teams’ needs
- Priority case routing & proactive monitoring
- Admin Insights into the support experience

*The agent was excellent and solved my problem. Additionally, they preempted my next query and saved a lot of time to resolution.*

VP OF E-COMMERCE, RETAIL

Boost your company’s value with accelerated innovation

Download the Total Economic Impact™ of Docker Business

- **126%** Return on investment (ROI)
- **$69.9M** Cost savings over 3 years
- **3 months gained** New revenue-generating applications to market

"Thanks to Docker [Business] and standardized templates, we’ve saved a lot of time and successfully completed major projects as scheduled. Development teams are much more autonomous in experimenting and testing locally, and we no longer face delays in development."

VP OF E-COMMERCE, RETAIL

To learn more about Docker Business, contact your Account Executive or click here.